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Gas Prices in Stockton

Gas prices are at all-time
By Amber Prochaska
Editor-in-Chief
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2.35
Photograph by Kristen Hess

The '70s are back and we
aren't talking disco. We're

talking about those blocklong lines at gas stations,
frequently leaving motorists
stranded for 30 minutes or
more just to fill up their gas
tank.
Prices for gasoline, natural
gas and coal have skyrock
eted—just as they did two
decades ago- leaving driv
ers with little change in their
pocket.
The pop in prices has been
caused by refinery problems
in the Bay Area, fn addition,
a pipeline rupture from Tex
as to Arizona has forced the
Grand Canyon State to im
port gasoline from Southern
California. This alone places
a strain on the entire state of
California.

Late last month, Lt. Gov.
Cruz Bustamante-a leading
candidate to replace Gov.
Gray Davis in the Oct. 7
recall election-purposed to
regulate gas prices in Cali
fornia, just as they did in the
'70s.
"These horrific gas prices
have enabled my ability to
go home and visit my family
in Merced," junior, Kristen
Rocha said.
Rocha drives a 2001 Tecoma to Merced~a hour drivefrequently to visit friends
and family.
"I now drive a lot less due
to gas prices," Rocha said.
California prices are usu
ally 20 cents above the U.S.
average; however, as of late,

Women in politics
By Norris Cooper

Pacific ranking
By Brittany LaMay

Staff Writer

Although there has been
many gains, women still
have not reached political
or economic parity in our
society.
Pacific's Jacoby Center,
in conjunction with the
Commission of the Status
of Women and League of
Women Voters of San Joaquin
County, present a leadership
conference to encourage
more female participation in
govermental affairs. A work
shop of this magnitude pro
vides an invaluable service
to women leaders of the next
generation.
Executive Director of the
Jacoby Center, Robert Benedetti said, "This is a great
opportunity for the commu
nity at large and students on
campus to learn more about
leadership, and to begin to
effect change."
Barbara Matthews, Tracy,
California State Assembly
member, 17th District; Helen
Thomson, Yolo County Su
pervisor, Former Assembly
member, 8th District; Eileen
Hernandez, NOW's Second
National President; and Deb
orah Hench, SJC Registrar of
Voters will be the premier
speakers engaging in politi
cal dialogue.

it has been double.
Last month, the En
ergy Information Ad
ministration reported
the average retail price
for regular unleaded
gas increased 12 cents
a gallon. This was the
biggest mark up ever.
"I now wait longer
to fill up my gas tank,
which I know isn't
very good for my car,"
senior, Sarah Schuppisser said. "I only
fill up my tank half
way, because I've been
waiting for prices to
go down-but that
hasn't proved to be
very effective."
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tion is gathered from each but also very excited. It
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of academic excellence. something that is nationally
Each sign of excellence is ranked and has achieved so
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Staff Writer

holograph by Joana Milidiu

Jacoby Center encourages women to get involved in politics.

"I personally believe that
this conference is a great
resource for developing
civic leadership skills," Roy
Childs of the Jacoby Center
said.
The conference will be
held from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m.
at three locations Buck Hall,
the Recital Hall and Callison
Hall on Saturday, Sept. 27.
Men are also encouraged to
attend.
"Real leadership is impor
tant in our society, [especial
ly] with all of the corporate
scandals. This workshop
may very well be my en
trance into leadership so

that I may help fight political
corruption," junior, Cherie
Randolph said.
The purpose of this leader
ship workshop is to present
women who are interested
in running for public office
or women who want to ap
ply for appointed positions
with information on the basic
steps they need to take.
The cost of admission is $40
for the day, which includes a
continental breakfast and
lunch or $25 for lunch with
speakers.
For more information,
contact Margarita Noyola at
(209) 946-7444.

Harding Way
Fast Mart $2.03
Pacific Avenue
Mini-Mart $2.09
Chevron $2.15
Shell $2.19
Pershing Avenue
Pershing Oil $2.09
76 $2.15
Fremont Street
AmPm $2.09
Country Club Blvd.
Mini-mart & Gas $ 2.03
Shell $ 2.23
USA Gasoline $2.05
Seven Eleven $2.05
Safeway $2.05
with Safeway Club Card $2.02
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A Day to Remember

CIP students enjoy the beautiful scenery after a thrilling water balloon fight.

Photograph by CIP

CIP class takes vacation
Three

event
dayfull of fun peer interaction

Photograph by Knstftn Hess

Above, Julie Stria Vice President of Student Activities.

er they immediately checked Sountha Key.
At first, tire new students
In the midst of horror
into their rooms. After din
Two years ago, I vividly
News Editor
had
a hard time opening up
and
vulnerability on this
ner,
students
broke
up
into
remember
the
news
on
the
Every year the Community
to one another, however all 1 drive to work. The World day two years ago, my
small
groups
to
try
to
get
to
Involvement Program-a pro
the activities were designed
Trade Center. I did not be- strongest memory is comgram dedicated to providing know one another better.
to break that barrier and 1 lieve it until I went into the munity. It was my first
"I
love
the
fact
that
evStockton with community
have the students become
McCaffrey lounge and was semester at a new job. It
service-has the opportunity "This retreat has
more confident.
utterly spellbound at the became clear that I chose a
to add a new and exciting
On
their
second
day
at
made me more
television. September 11th university that literally is
class into the program.
Feather River, CIP director,
One of the greatest things confident about Ines Ruiz-Huston felt that the is one of the days that will a community. Pacificans
always be a "where were came together. Pacificans j
about being in the incoming
being
a
part
of
students needed to move a
you when" moment. A day supported each other. We
CIP class is that they have
little
more,
therefore
she
and
of vulnerability, horror, and did not want to go any
the chance to get to know such a caring and the rest of the group leaders
where but here.
one another on a three-day
active group of taught the students popular community.
Today, maybe you want |
Two years later. What
retreat. This is the second
CIP dances.
to
talk. Maybe you don't
people."
-Freshnow? I asked my Mentor III
year that CIP held their
Next, students were placed
As
so many of us did two
class to share their feelings
man Natasha
retreat at Pacific's Feather
in small groups and assigned
years
ago, maybe you want j
and reactions two years
River. This year, 36 new CIP
Wilson.
to create a group name, post
call
everyone you carej
to
later. Talking about 9/11
students were admitted into eryone is so friendly [CIP er, a definition of community
about and make sure they
in
a
course
that
focuses
on
the well knit CIP family.
students] and great. It really service and a team cheer.
morality and ethics - ironic. are ok. Think about those
"The activities were de makes us feel like a family,"
On the last night of the
One student talked about who no longer have people
signed for great interaction said Adriana Martinez.
retreat, most students stayed
the vulnerability of travel to call. Perhaps it is a day
with one another and I got to
Later, students played up and sang karaoke or
and how it will never be where you do something
meet and make new friend," games in order for the whole
played card games.
the same. She has a flight for another person to re
Wilson Leung said.
group to begin to feel more
"Being a group leader |scheduled.
A student mind yourself of the beauty
The retreat was held last comfortable among their was really inspiring to me
found it strange that no one of belonging to a commu
month. Students cheered as peers.
because not only did I help
brought up 9/11 in classes nity and the power within
they began their four-hour
"As the group worked the new CIP students, but I
on the one year anniversary. us "to be good to others.
drive to Feather River: "Who together we all started to let learned several things from
There are two, among
are we? CIP! Where are we our guards down and be them," CIP member, Kongsy Students feel torn because many places to be together
there is no progress sina: 9/
from? Pacific!" When the come very comfortable with Phommachly said.
11.
Students feel angry that today. ASUOP and the
group arrived at Feather Riv each other." said freshman
Bush used 9/11 as rational Chaplain's Office has a ser
Photographs from the front page were taken from the following Web sites:
ization for invasion of Iraq. vice planned for 8:30 a.m.,
Students candidly stated McCaffrey Center. SIS has
that they don't want to talk a panel discussion at 6 p.m.,
http'J/www,
about it because they want George Wilson Hail.
http'Jiwww
life normal again. Ironic,
http:flwww
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City united for 9/11
On Thursday, the
Stockton
community
will come together for
the second annual me
morial to remember all
the people who died on
Sept. 11, 2001. The event
will be lead by Stockton
Mayor Gary Podesto.
The memorial is sched
uled to take place on the
North steps of City Hall
and will begin at Noon.
"This is a city event.
We want to make sure
people can respond to
whatever they feel on
that day. For some peo
ple it is still a tough day
for them," City Public
Information Officer, Matt
Robinson said.
Everybody
in
the
Stockton community is
encouraged to attend this
event and join veterans,
civic and religious lead
ers. At exactly 11:55 a.m.,
houses of worship will
ring bells or chimes as a
call out to the Stockton
community to come to
gether for the ceremony.
The event will contain
prayers from different
religious leaders, songs

of peace and the police
and fire honor guards will
be paying tribute to their
fallen New York City com
rades.
In last year's memorial,
the Stockton community
planted an olive tree, in
conjunction with letters
written by people who
attended, in memory of
those who passed on 9/11.
The tree and the letters
were placed in Martin Lu
ther King Plaza.
American Legion Karl
Ross Post, 16, will present
a flag this year, to the city
of Stockton. The flag once
belonged to Congress and
now it will be placed on
display at City Hall.
During the event, Fre
mont Street between El
Dorado and Center Streets
will be closed off for the
public to come together in
front of City Hall.
All the Stockton com
munity is encouraged to
attend this community
event to remember every
body who was killed on
9/11.
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Pacific TV debuts today
By Allie Wager
News Editor

On Sept. 11, 2001, millions
tuned into their TV sets to
witness an airplane punc
ture the World Trade Center,
burst into flames, and fall to
the ground.
This image took over ev
ery channel and all America
could do was watch their
country suffer through the
attack on the other side of the
screen.
No matter what race,
background, or social status,
everyone across the United
States experienced this per
sonal attack.
"The world was united at
the horror they saw on TV on
September 11th. Television
is at its best when it focuses
its eye on the world and lets
the story unfold without
narration, commentary, or
commercial interruption. All

of these elements were pres
ent on TV during that day,"
Pacific TV Advisor, Alan Ray
said.
On the second anniversary
of 9/11, the university will
air its first campus TV show.
Pacific TV can be seen
on channel 2 on University
cable.
The shows expected to run
are news, talk shows, and
home videos.
On September 11th at 7
p.m. the show will act as a
reminder to students and
faculty of the horrific events
that occured in New York.
"There will be an hourlong talk show featuring
professors and students
on campus to discuss their
lasting impressions of what
happened on Sept. 11, 2001,"
Ray said.
A new TV station on cam
pus will open another venue
of communication for the

students. Not only will the
shows serve as a source of
news and an outlet for stu
dent expression, it will also
serve as a learning lab for
students.
"It's a great thing to have
for myself and for future
Communication
majors.
Working with the equipment
and getting the experience
will help students in the fu
ture if they choose to pursue
a career in this type of busi
ness," Student Station Man
ager, Jesus Hernandez said.
"I'm working on a show
called "National Issues." This
will give students the chance
to step out of the college bub
ble and learn something new
about what's going on in the
real world. I'm definitely ex
cited about it. I'm just glad I
get to experience this before
I graduate, " senior, Jacqui
Rogers said.
"[Pacific] students should
pause to reflect on the free
doms they enjoy, the bravery
that some will do for others
in time of need, and the seri
ous consequences of our na
tion's position in the world,"
Ray said.
The special 9/11 show will
be student-run. All Pacific
TV programs will be run by
communication and other
interested students.

Photograph by Elizabeth Carranza

Speech & Debate starts the year off right
By Tara Cuslidge

Staff Writer

Two members of Pacific's
award-winning Speech and
Debate team started the
2003-2004 season on a win
ning note. The tandem team
of junior, Cynthia Parrish
and sophomore, Jacki Evans
placed third at the Wyo
ming Debate Cooperative
in Laramie, WY. The event,
held Aug. 3-9, featured
workshops, discussions and
research to prepare for the
upcoming year. Parrish was
also ranked eighth in a 32person field of competitors.
Parrish said the event was
a positive experience. "We
were there to learn, but the
nature of the activity creates

a higher level of intensity
no matter the setting," Par
rish said. "I was pleased at
my placing in the competi
tion. Jacki and I tried out
new tactics to secure our 3rd
place position and me be
ing 8th out of 32 is a good
showing when I consider the
expertise of my colleagues."
It wasn't all business though,
Parrish said. Despite Lara
mie being a small town, there
was a lot to do in terms of en
joyment. The "friendly, but
intense" competitors even
celebrated birthdays and
took in the "beautiful" Uni
versity of Wyoming campus.
"It was a fun group that com
pletely believed in working
hard in lectures, labs, and

practice debates," Parrish pretty well in the region,
said. The Pacific Speech and and if recruiting goes well,
Debate team held its first then we can also do well
business meeting on Aug. nationally," said Batt, who
27. The speech team is open expects 10 to 15 students
to all those who are inter to compete this year. The
ested. The team is always group will particpate in
looking for new members. about six tournaments this
In June, Director of Forensics, year on top of the weekly —
Shawn Batt sent out a letter to or biweekly- events already
incoming freshman regard planned."Joining the team is
ing joining the team. In it he a good way to develop bet
said "speech and debate can ter communication skills,"
help you tremendously in Parrish said. Speaking from
developing the skills needed experience, Parrish has been
for reaching your goals. The involved with speech at Pa
thinking and self-confidence cific for three years, but has
benefits alone are immense, participated in programs
as you may already know for six. "I attribute my abil
if you have participated be ity to present and speak
fore."
in front of people to being
"We will probably do involved in speech and de

bate," Parrish said. "It's a
great opportunity to learn
life skills if you are interested
in anything that involves
communication—which
is
practically
everything."
The team's next planned
event is the "Top of the Rock
ies Tournament" that will
also take place in Wyoming
Sept. 19-21. Parrish said the
pre-school year event was
definitely a positive begin
ning for the entire team.
"I think it sets a nice tone for
the upcoming year," she said.
For more information re
garding Pacific's Speech
and Debate Team, contact
Shawn Batt in the commu
nication department or via
e-mail sbatt@uop.edu.
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No Offense
Inaction Figure
Shane Cipris

Perspectives Co-Editor

by the figure resent the no
tion that librarians are stuffy
and uptight. With all due
respect, I am hard-pressed to
think of a better example of
stuffiness than someone who
takes offense at an innocuous
toy that was clearly manufac
tured in good fun.
This is not to say that the
company intended to make
fun of librarians. McPhee
offers a wide variety of
other novelties, and it seems
apparent that it is a wellestablished company with
little interest in any negative
publicity that an intention
ally offensive product might
generate. In its description
of the action figure,
the
McPhee company Web site
respectfully lists Nancy
Pearl's
accomplishments,
educational
background,
and favorite books. Not
surprisingly, in wake of all
the criticism McPhee Owner,
Mark Pahlow has said that
his company admires librar
ians and that they (librarians)
are heroes for encouraging
literacy.
It seems to me that the crit
ics are missing the point; the
McPhee company is known
as a purveyor of kitschy,
off-beat products that are in
tended only to amuse, rather
than offend. I have to admit
that in researching this article
I found myself spending an
inordinate amount of time
browsing their enjoyable
Web site. Some of its other
action figures include histori
cal figures such as Freud, Ben
Franklin and Jesus Christ-which undoubtedly also
caused some amount of con
troversy- as well as unex
pected characters like Rosie
the Riveter (from the famous
WWII-era poster) and Pope
Innocent III (coming soon).
Perhaps part of the reason
for the controversy lies in the
fact that the Librarian Action
Figure was not presented in
the context of being part of a
motley assortment of humor
ously random characters.
With so much in the world

Every now and then, I
come across a news article
that leaves me surprised at
how easily affronted many
people seem to be. It is one
thing to take offense from
a product that is patently
in poor taste, such as the
Italian-made Nazi-themed
wine (whose labels bear im
ages of Hitler, Goering and
Himmler) that is currently
causing much controversy
in Europe. It is another thing
entirely to be offended by a
product whose very silliness
would seem to negate any
possibility of offense. I refer
to the latest offering from the
Archie McPhee toy company:
the Librarian Action Figure.
The Librarian Action Fig
ure is modeled after awardwinning Washington state
Library Director, Nancy
Pearl, who is understandably
surprised by the backlash
that her miniature plastic
likeness has inspired among
other librarians. One anony
mous e-mail went so far as
to accuse Pearl of setting
the profession back 30 years.
What is especially puzzling
about this antagonism is the
fact that the figure in itself is
not particularly exceptional;
it comes with no objection
able items that are commonly
associated with action fig
ures, such as the assault rifles
wielded by G.I. Joe charac
ters (the McPhee company's
Web site lists the Librarian's
"weapon of choice" as the
Dewey Decimal System). In
deed, by action-figure stan
dards it is utterly tame.
Oddly enough, some have
taken umbrage at the action
figure's "push-button shush
ing action." When a button
is pressed, the figure raises a
finger to its lips in the clas
sic hushing motion. Diane
DuBois, a library director
from Maine, has described
the shushing action as "being
so stereotypical [she] could
scream" (although not in the
library, presumably). Apparently, those who are offended See NO OFFENSE Page 9

By Sally Nichols

Staff Writer

As we move in and get
ourselves acquainted with
everyday life in dorms,
apartments and houses that
we call "home" at Pacific, I
want us all to ask ourselves if
our rooms and living spaces
are in the right order. Did
the emptiness that you first
walked into when you ar
rived to school turn into a
room with good energy flow,
or has it become a cluttered
place where negative energy
regenerates and keeps you
from achieving your best
results? Either way, you can
clean your new area, help
your study habits and your
sex life, if you follow a few
simple steps that are part of
a Chinese architectural style
called Feng Shui.
Feng Shui is centuries old.
In the olden days, a Feng
Shui master was brought in
after a family had chosen a
region where they wanted
to start building their new
home. The master would
bring his precious instru
ment, the luo pan (diviner's
compass), and would pick
a site in between streams
and mountain ranges, near
an ancestral ground to help
bring good spirits to the
family upon that particular
piece of land. Throughout
the centuries, this idea of
finding the earth's vibrations
and sound places for families
to live on, has become more

and more detailed. In our
modern environment, Feng
Shui offers us another use.
It is a connection, a way the
outside world and the inside
world can meet and live in
harmony. This is where the
design details arise.
As we all know, it can be
hard to create a good energyflowing environment when
you live in a 20x20 room with
white, cement walls. How
ever, there are a few things
that Feng Shui can help you
and your life with. Simple
things like hanging crystals,
moving mirrors, and chang
ing colors can make a world
of difference in your living
space.
First, everyone should
purchase a crystal to hang
from the ceiling in a place
where natural light can shine
through. Crystals are known
for being vehicles of healing,
good luck, power, and spiri
tual wisdom. I know that all
of you could use at least a
little help in one or more of
these categories. They also
have an incredible capacity
to activate energy. Not only
will this crystal help you get
out of bed and go to class, it
will also add color to your
walls from the refracted rain
bows and give you luck with
that cute boy or girl that lives
down the hall!
Another simple thing that
you can do to help the energy
flow of your room is to keep
your mirrors clean and place

them in strategic places. You
should never have dirty or
broken mirrors. Dirty mir
rors will bring undesirable
energy to your living space.
Mirrors used for your face
should be large so that you
are able to see your aura.
Dressing mirrors should be
large enough to see every
aspect of what you are wear
ing. Stay away from putting
mirrors side-by-side and if
possible, have a mirror at
every entrance to a room. It
not only adds depth to the
room, but also reflects bad
energy away from your liv
ing space.
One more thing that is very
important for having a good
love life, is the placement
of your bed. If it is possible
for you to center your twin
beds, not only will you sleep
better, the beds will be more
inviting to guests. Another
important aspect is the color
that you use in you room.
Valentine's Day is not the
only good time for incorpo
rating red into your life. Red
is a warm, voluptuous hue
that arouses the senses; this
could be a fun color to have
when that boy or girl comes
to visit you. Be aware; Feng
Shui color is used boldly,
but sparingly. Have enough
to please the eye, but not
enough to make you an an
gry person. Hopefully, these
tips will make your life easier
and full of good energy!
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Photograph by Alex Wagner

Senior, Sally Nichols holds a crystal that is sure to bring any room positive energy.
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THE EnviRonmEnT

By Angela Richards
Environmental Columnist

In a recently implemented
practice known as Commu
nity-Based Forestry (CBF),
people living in forest com
munities help forest-based
industries keep the land
healthy. It is finally catch
ing on in the United States,
albeit belatedly.
The movement
was
started by local forest prac
titioners such as loggers,
small mill owners, and
1908-77?e Tiger begins
publication.

FaU1967-The Pacific Weekly is
renamed The Pacifican in an
effort to move to a bi-weekly
frequency, tjj

1915-Forraat changed to
include more news.

March 1909-The Tiger
changes formats, includes

Feb. 1920-The Tiger
becomes The Pacific

FaU1998-Spring 1999-The
Pacifican celebrates 90 years
of service.

Spring 1967-The Pacifican publishes
a false story about prostitution at a
sorority house. OOP administration
disbands the paper for the fall of 1977

Spring 1999-thepacifican.com
debuts marking The
Pacifican I first attempt at an
online format.
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6RILL
OPEN FOR BREAKFAST
Featured in Sunset Magazine

* Rotisserie Chicken

The path you choose today
can lead to tomorrow's success

if you're ready to apply your knowledge and skills In the postgraduation job market,then toss your hat in with State Fund,
V .
,y
State Fund, the leading workers'compensation insurance carrier in
California, is interested jn graduates seeking opportunity and
stability, We offer a wide range of positions throughout California,
plus an environment that will foster your continued growth.
At State Fund you'll find exceptional benefits, professional training to
expand your horizons,and many advancement possibilities. Learn
how you can join us by visiting wwvv.scif.com or by contacting
Human Resources at415-565-1722,Tben launch your career with
State Fund and rise to new heights.

Car*«r opportunities
may be available in:

- Marketing
• Communications
• Uiwiofwiting
> Claim j

• Loss Control
» Business Services
• Customer Service
• Legal
- information Technology
• Finance and Accounting
« Human Resources
• Administration

*
*
*
*
*

with fresh rosemary & thyme

Famous Fresh Fish Tocos
World's First Oyster Burrito
Grilled Garlic Prawns
Veggie Saute
Steamed Artichokes

We use free range beef and pork all natural
160% grass and grain fed!

FUND

Gei^ore.Wofr/lm?
4601

Pacific Ave. * o n e

block sooth of March lane
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An unforgettable semester in Ghana

Living av an outsider; feeling like an adventurer in Wevt Africa
By Paige Elisha
Staff Writer
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I would like to believe that
I live in the "here and now,"
and that I hold stock in the
future. However, given its
proper credit, my past would
be a lush tropical beach, a
sun drenched haven, where
soft coconut flesh is gently
scraped from its young husk
and the deep blue wash
crashes harmlessly against
deserted sand dunes. This
is no metaphor for moments
gone by. Rather, it is vivid
memory of an unforgettable
spring semester I spent in
Ghana, West Africa.
Unable to tell if I spent a
day or a lifetime nestled in
Africa's warm underbelly,
I simply reflect upon my
dreamlike experiences and
hope that I can relate one
tenth of what I experienced
there to others. Of course,
the Ghana experience was
aggregate, compiled over the
four months of my stay. One
of the best ways to express it
to others is simply through
short narrative, by giving a
glimpse of a day in the notso-ordinary life, much in the
way stories are still passed
from generation to genera
tion in an extraordinary land
that struggles through war,
famine, disease and manipu
lation by almost every hand.
To begin, I offer an over
view.
Ghana lies tightly
packed between the Ivory
Coast to the West (a land that
was very much struggling
for its own peace this spring)
and Togo in the East. On
the Northern border, Ghana
scrapes across the vast and
barren Burkina Faso. As far
as many African nations go,
Ghana is a story of great suc
cess. Independent of British
rule since 1957, it has been
able to maintain stability and
peace unknown to many of
its neighbors.
Ghanaians
are wonderful people, open
and friendly but naturally,
accustomed to a different
kind of life than is enjoyed
in the wealthier countries
of the world. Like any de

shoulders and chest. My
lungs could not fill. I could
not breathe. "There is no
way I will make it to June," I
had thought to myself.
Sensing Julie's nervous
and excited energy, I looked
to the wall of the bus. There,
only a foot or so from where
I sat, dozens of cockroaches
swarmed on the uneven
and rusty wall of the rotting
bus. It was like a scene from
an Indiana Jones film. They
were literally coming out of
the woodwork. My stomach
rolled, and I felt goose bumps
quickly rise all over my body
and scalp despite the hun
dred-degree heat. That was
what had been on my seat.
Those were the dark specks
crawling on the leg of the
man next to me. There I was,
sandwiched in the back of
the bus, with even the aisles
filled and no way to get out.
"There is no way that I can
do this!"
Julie and I looked at each
other. We began to laugh
nervously. The laughter grew
and grew inside me, pouring
out of my mouth and vibrat
ing from my almost convuls
ing body. I laughed so hard
that tears were streaming
down my cheeks, making
paths down the film of dirt
that covered my skin. It was
the first, but certainly not
that last time that I cried in
Ghana. I cried because of the
absurdity of the situation, I
cried because I was grossed
out. I cried because with my
eyes full of tears, I wouldn't
pass, I stopped under a tree have to look at the living wall
to catch my breath. My legs of the bus. It was a moment
were trembling under a pack of panic followed by one of
that weighed one fourth of absolute relaxation. There
my body weight. "There is was nothing that could be
no way that I can make it," I done. I would have to accept
had thought to myself. This the situation and deal with it.
feeling of panic and defeat Julie and I talked for a bit to
had also come over me dur- take the edge off. Then, I put
ing my first night in Ghana on my headphones and tried
while I was lying in my hotel to ignore the feeling of small
room under a ceiling fan that cockroaches crawling all over
never moved fast enough to my body for the four-hour
provide relief from the heat. bus ride that lasted long into
Even at nine o'clock at night, the dark African night.
And that was just the ride
the heat and humidity were
so bad that it felt like heavy out of the capital!
weights were placed on my

veloping country, Ghana arrival, we had been among the corner of my eye. Some
struggles with infrastructure the first to buy tickets, we thing on my seat had moved.
I tried to brush it off,
and organization is
but with great agil
sues and as I learned
ity it evaded my hand.
personally,
things
"What was that?" I
just work differently
Looking back, I am
asked my friend Julie
over there. The fol
glad
that
it
happened;
I
who was sitting to my
lowing was one of
went to Africa to be an right. "Paige," she
my first opportuni
ties to learn exactly outsider, to see what was said, with a tremor in
her soft voice, "look at
how it was.
like
to
be
the
odd
one
the wall."
The first weekend
There have been a
out.
of school, I took off
few
times in my life
with a group of what
when I have come to
I would call my clos
the sudden realization
est girlfriends. We
that I was in over my
the "Oboruni" (white kids)
were a crowd of
six-large, I know, but man had been assigned to the last head, that there would be
ageable. We left the dorm seats on the bus. These seats no way that I could continue
around 9:45 a.m. on a Friday. consisted of the ones in the with what I had set out to do.
After arriving at the bus sta very back and what we call In the eighth grade, I had
tion, we learned that the next the jump seats, seats that fold been on a school backpacking
and only bus for that day down into the aisle so that trip when, 45 minutes into
headed towards our destina every bus can be loaded to the trek up a steep mountain
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w

tion wouldn't come until 2: absolute capacity. (And be
30 p.m. Fine, we thought, lieve me, every bus is). These
we could wait. And wait we seats are very uncomfortable
did. Our bus ended up roll and often have no backs. It
ing in at 5:30 p.m. Yes, that is was my first experience with
right, we waited from 10am discrimination. We laughed
until 5:30 p.m. under the hot, uncomfortably about it,
tin roof of the decrepit bus each person hurt to the core.
station, a structure so old What else could we have
and dirty that it should have done? Looking back, L a m
given us some indication of glad that it happened; I went
what kind of bus awaited us. to Africa to be an outsider, to
Finally, the bus pulled up see what was like to be the
and we boarded the sorry odd one out.
looking conglomerate of
Anyway, we sat down, just
metal and rust. Only we happy that the bus came at
encountered one problem. all. Then something briefly
Although due to our early caught my attention out of
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A&F promotes racism

cations. Could one possibly bined with the racist ele
****
By Robert Christianson
come up with a better tool for ments of their "look," the}
I don't think I can pui
Staff Writer
encouraging
girls to become represent much of what if
into words the uselessness
bulimic
and
boys
to use ste wrong with American cul
txat I felt replaying those
Abercrombie and Fitch
ture.
roids?
images, knowing 1 was
is facing a lawsuit that ac
They are racist. They teach
They
reinforce
the
false
standing at Ground Zero. I
cuses them of discriminating
kids
to treat people like art.
assumption
that
there
is
a
stood no more then 50 yards
against Asians, Blacks, and
They
promote materialism
definite
criterion
for
physi
popular
culture.
Yippie.|
irom what used to be the
Hispanics in their hiring
and
consumerism,
not that
cal attraction. Further, their
win Towers, my stomach Because of 9/11 the govern practices.
this
is
rare
among
corpora
in knots, finally convincing ment has cracked down on|
In order to promote the criterion is not very foreign
tions.
They
flaunt
human
myself I could flow like the student visas, meaning noi "A&F look," a number of to the leaders of the eugenics
sexuality.
They
promote
al
movement
and
others
who
2 Pac song, tasting my own as many "students" are get Asian and Hispanic plain
cohol
usage.
They
promote
praised
Aryanism.
Obvi
ting in to blow us-or I meai
tiffs said they were advised
salty tears.
all of these things, and above
You have to see it with you guys-up.
to apply for stockroom jobs ously, such examples sound
all else, they promote confor
extreme,
but
it
is
not
the
True
international
studen
in order to be kept off of the
your own eyes to fully un
mity.
overt
racism
and
prejudice
are
a
big
part
of
the
school
derstand the human condi
sales floor.
When purchasing items
that
now
plagues
our
society;
economy
considering
the
These allegations should
tion. The tourists who stood
from
a corporation, you are
near me had no concept of pay outrageous amounts o come as no surprise to those it is discreet drip of covert
choosing
to support them
what they were encoun "dead presidents" to be ii who have picked up an Ab prejudice that saps the selfand
support
the message
tering. Human beings are fraternities or sororities. N< ercrombie catalog, which is esteem of those who do not
that
they
convey.
So, the next
unny: snapping photos, visas mean no international! completely dominated by fit arbitrary, and often racist,
time
you
think
about
picking
standards.
white models.
smiling, laughing, next to students, meaning the tu
up
a
"sixty-dollar
Abercrom
Playing
to
adolescent
in
Nor should it come as a
one of the darkest places in ition goes up for the rest o)
bie sweatshirt on your way
us so we can have more cl
surprise to those who are securities and the desire to
American history.
to
a party to get drunk and
fit
in,
Abercrombie
shapes
familiar with the AsianAs 1 walked around what towers.
hook up with a hottie, you
opinion.
It
distorts
it
in
a
So,
what
have
we
learned
?|
American outer}' against a
used to be the WTC, a scene
can thank Abercrombie for
pair of offensive T-shirts, way that leaves many feeling
jroke out in front of me Absolutely nothing; an
showing
you the nature of
depicting Asian Americans inadequate, yet completely true happiness. And when
that captured another form whafs worse, after the pa
willing to dish out 30 bucks
of the human condition. triotic needle they sedate us in a stereotypical way.
our society suffers from con
for
a T-shirt.
with
wears
off,
we
simply!
Abercrombie's discrimina
Some dude had set up shop
It promotes the objectifica- tinued decay and dissatisfac
at the south end of Ground will forget. In a matter o tion against those who do not
tion of human beings. That tion from the youth, go ahead
Zero selling pictures for time, September 11th willl fit their "look" is appalling,
and thank them again.
ive bucks. Some dude try be as important to us as even outside of racist impli- alone is deplorable. Com
ing to make a dollar outta who won on American Idol.]
15 cents, outta death. My, We will forget, and tormenl NO OFFENSE Page 6
society works in mysterious a new nationality with th
towel-heads throwing th
ways.
that is far more distasteful
Now that the red, white biggest rocks. I leave voul than any toy, I am surprised
and blue patriotic band with a story I found whil
that people actually expend
wagon has worn out and catching some waves on th. energy in condemning what
the
corporations
have Internet:
many people would merely
"It is the year 2042, and a consider an amusing novelty,
stopped making millions in
LAW * BUSINESS * GRADUATE • MEDICAL * DENTAL
flag sales, I ask what have father and his son walk the a trifle hardly worth the con
we learned from September streets of lower Manhattan-! troversy it has provoked.
11th? That 90 percent of Approaching the site whe:
While I respect the right of
Enter to win the Kaplan Gets You In..
Middle Eastern people are the WTC used to be in th. every individual to express
terrorists and the other 10 end of the 20th century, th. an opinion, it would seem
And Pays Your Way Sweepstakes!
father sighs and comments, that a sense of outrage is
percent are whitewashed.
'To
think
that
right
here
usee*
A couple of bad apples
diluted when people are so
ruin the whole orchard. The to be the Twin Towers...' Thi easily offended.
One lucky person will win $25,000 toward the first year
tragic irony is, those who son, not understanding, asks
For the record, Nancy
of law, business, graduate, medical or dental school.
cast hatred are the people his father, 'What are the Twir Pearl has no regrets about
To enter, visit www.kaptest.com/25k by October 31, 2003.
whose grandparents wore Towers?' The father smiles,I inspiring the action figure,
then
looks
at
his
son
and|
permanent
engravings
calling it a "lovely tribute to
of the same hatred their explains, 'The Twin Towers [her] profession." I am in
grandchildren direct at rag- were two huge building
clined to agree.
ON A SIUOEW VISA
that stood here until th
heads.
The Librarian Action Fig
So I guess it's our turn. Taliban destroyed them.' Thi ure is available for pre-order
Most other people; have son looks up to his father am at mqphee.com, and would
gone through ignorance; asks, 'What is the Taliban?'"
make an amusing gift for
sts'seed «mk** »torn e*» »«..xm m m' 1 - 8 0 0 - K A P - T E S T
It wasn't the Taliban tha your favorite librarian with
what makes us any dif
iMO
kaptest.com/25k
mm
ferent except the dots on destroyed the Twin Towe:
a sense of humor. (
but
Al-Qaeda,
and
Middli
our foreheads? Thanks to
All quotes from Yahoo
^.
September 11th we have Eastern people don't hav< news).
mmm>.vw<*OTNM«KSWICTO. H»««**F>*'SF
stepped into the limelight; dots on their foreheads.
we are now America's most

$
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Revenge Livweet, but Democ
racy w Sweeter
The sign of a great nais one that can remain
inged through a hurricane
of adversity. After even the
fiercest siorm his crippled
its buildings and damaged
its Spirit, a strong country i§
able to rebuild its structures
so that they stand higher
and sturdier than ever
before. There is no doubt
that on September 11th, the
United States was hurled
the most trying tempest it
has ever seen. The might of
our..perseverance; however,

racy were toppled loo. The
events of September 11th
challenged our way of life,
but instead of standing in
defense of the system that
guarantees our freedom,
the government passed
the USA Patriot Act and
poured billions of dollars
into military operations
abroad;
Terrorists may
orld
have dismantled
Trade Center, but it
government who
us of liberty, j
It has been two years
since
disaster H struck,
hB
e wound from the how long will it take for
ill fresh and sting- Americans to realize how
iericans grieved iftuch lasting damage has
and demanded retaliation. been done in the name of
Rightfully, we invaded revenge? The Bush Ad
Afghanistan and disabled ministration is spending
the machine that inflicted four billion dollars a month
pain|within our country. so that Iraq can grow into
But, that was not enough. a democracy, meanwhile
Those who had lost loved schools across this country
ones and those whose lives are being closed due to in
and been upended wanted sufficient funds, Americans
security and the promise are steadily losing their
that drey would never jobs, and 40 million people
have to experience another still live without adequate
cyclone of tragedy; they healthcare.
On the anniversary of
wanted revenge.
September
11th, we should
I'resident Bush promised
he would relieve our coun take time to remember all
try of that fear. He believed of those who died on the
that by pursuing a foreign day of the horrific attacks
policy full of force and void as well as those who died
of compromise, America while fighting to end ter
would never again have to rorism. We should also,
live through" another 9/11. however, take the time to
He promised us something ask ourselves if we aire tru
he conId never guarantee, ly safer today, and exactly
but as "he embarked on a what have we learned.
to end terrorism The damage to our infra
remodel the nations structure may have been
harvested villains, he repaired, but how have we
progressed intellectually or
at to rebuild America,
lore than just our build- culturally? It's high time
fell when the plan# that we take a time-out
the Twin Towers. Tne from building democracies
stitutions and the ideals abroad and focus on the:
indamental to our democ011
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Clothing oetuh a meooage

By Georgette Rodarakis
Lifestyles Editor

be in your best interest. I
would suggest burning them.
I do strongly support the
idea that one should be con
fident with their self image.
Tees that have chic phrases
or words on them like
"Sexy" or "Foxy" are bold
statements made in a classy
and secure manner. These
tees can reflect a strong,
self-confident
woman.
Tees that send out a posi
tive message such as "Love
not War" and "Hugs for
Thugs" are some of my
personal favorites. While I
understand that one cannot
control other people pass
ing judgment on them by
their clothing, I do believe
we each have the personal
responsibility to present our
selves in a respectful fashion.
*Note: I guess that
makes me hypocritical be
cause I wear the Pacifican's
infamous "We put out on
Thursdays" tee and my
column's title coincidentally
is not only
initial
—J the first :
my name>
:, but
but also
also has
has a
sexual
connotation.
Oh,
well.
PV,,al
nh
*

A lot has been said about
clothing and how it can re
flect one's personality. One
way generalizations about
one's choice in attire and the
relation to their character
have been established in our
minds through the media.
For example, if women
wear short, fitted skirts, it
means that they are promis
cuous. How about males
who choose to wear baggy
clothing; that's an instant de
tection for a hoodlum, right?
While these stereotypes
are often a false representa
tion
uou of
ui one
one'ss cnaracter,
character, tne
the
latest trend of clothing really
does "spell out" a clear mes
sage-right on the clothing.
While walking through a
(Right top) This Pacific
department store last week,
student
exemplifies the
I couldn't help but notice
exact
type
of shirt that I
the abundance of tees that
had words printed on them would suggest burning.
ranging from "Love & Her shirt states "Objects
Peace" to "Boys lie." Many under this shirt are larger
of the phrases on these than they appear;" this is
shirts send out a positive, a tee you might consider
satirical or funny message. wearing for P.J.'s when
Unfortunately, the major you are home alone.
ity of the tees had phrases
on them that may not send
(Right center) Another
out the right message about Pacific student makes a
one's self. "Tease," "Promis strong impression with a
cuous," and "Bootylicious" stylish top that can eas
were just a few of the risky ily be rocked at any oc
titles that appeared on shirts.
casion.
Ladies! When you decide to
wear such shirts you cannot
(Right bottom) An
blame anyone for passing
anonymous
Pacifican
judgment on your character.
staff
member
wears
the
Other messages are those
Pacifican's
"We
put
out
on
that pose cocky stances such
Tshirt.
Thursdays"
as, "The line starts to your
right" and "In your dreams;"
sporting these tees may not

Photograph by Amber Prochaska
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nefftect 9M
What wad your inital reaction to the 9/11 attackd?
Compiled by Lindsay Kennedy
Staff Writer

"I don't really think it hit me until 1 visited Ground
Zero. Seeing the devastation allowed me to realize what
had really happened and how it really did affect our
entire country. I think what affected me most was the
letters to those that were dead from wives, children and
parents."
• Sophomore, Jenn Pawson

Music Events

Shows range from Rock/
Pop, Alternative, Rap/HipHop, Hard Rock/Metal,
and Dance /Electronic. The
shows are in order by dates.
For ticket information, go to
your nearest ticket master
(Toward Records, Stockton),
eBay or band web sites. If
your unsure of a band and
want to check them out, vis
it their Web sites. For direc
tions, log on to the theater or
venue Web sites or just visit
yahoo.com under maps.
Strung Out
Wed, 09/10/03
7:30 pm, The Edge
Nightclub formerly
The Icon Nightclub
Palo Alto, CA

47 YEARS of QUALITY
'MmmY

"I still feel really remorseful for all the people affected.
At the time, I was in school and when I found out what
had happened, I remembered thinking how this was go
ing to impact our nation greatly."

The B-52'S
Thu, 09/11/03
7:30 pm, Mountain
Winery
Saratoga, CA
3 Doors Down
Sat, 09/13/03
8:00 pm, Warfield
San Francisco, CA
The White Stripes
Sat, 09/13/03
8:00 pm, Greek Theatre
U.C. Berkeley
Berkeley, CA
Stereophonies
Sun, 09/14/03
8:00 pm, Fillmore
San Francisco, CA
Holiday Cinemas 8
6262 WEST LANE,STOCKTON, CA
RO-3HU8& (9/12-9/ m
Sneak Preview-Saturday 9/13/03

UNDER THE TUSCAN SUN-KM3*NO PASS
SAT0NLY.7.-CSPM
Sneak Preview-Saturday 9/13/03

IKE FIGHTING TEMPTATIONS- PG-13*NO PA

• Freshman, Alex Youngblod

SAT ONLY-700 PM

ONCE 'UPONA TIME IN MFJC1CO-R *NO m
FRLSUNz{11:15,11:55,235,505) 703.73fc*45,

Photograph by Lindsay Kennedy

Gourmet Hamburgers
All Natural Beef
Breast of Chicken Sandwich

Carved from the Bone

MON-THURS: (235, 5-05) 700,750,*45, W
CABIN FEVER-* *NG PASSES*
E82-SUN-. <11-40,205,4:30) 7:20.950
MON-THURS; <205,4:30) 720,*50

MATCHSTXTK MEN- PG-13*NO PASSS*
m-SUN: <11:25, 20Ol «as}79fc Tftt5
MON-THURS {200,438) 730,1&15

DICKIE R088RT&FDRMER CHILDSTAR- F<

House Rotisserie Chicken

with Fresh Herbs

.

"1 remember when i first heard about the attacks. 1
first went and told my brother about it, but it was still
so early I was half still asleep and I didn't know what to
think."

r

Freshman, Nick Dunham

Barbequed Beef Sandwich

from our Wood Burning Oven

iraph by Lindsay Kennedy

Rotisserie Rc
BLT

Always Fresh From the Sea

Rh Sandwich

• Freshman, Howie Leung

MON-THURS. {220,500}755, lftlO
DAILY: <1:45,400)
S.WA-T- PG-13
Effi-SUN:

ittm,C40.4:15) 7:10,*40

MON-THURS; (L40,4:15}710,940

Fish-N-Chips
Ovster^N-Cnips

"I didn't understand what it meant when someone
said that the planes had crashed into our buildings, it
was only after watching the news reports on the televi
sion that I began to understand what was really going on
and how much of an affect it had on America."

JEEPERS CREEPERSIl-R
PRLBUN:{11:45,2:20,500}755, IftlO
1KF. MEDALLION PG-13

Breast of Turkey Sandwich

Hand-cut Apple Smoked
Bacon

tc

SAT ONLY: <1135, 1:55, 420)*35
MON-THURS; <155,4:20)70S,*35

im

I

*NO PASSES*
m A SUN:(11:35, fcSS, 42© 7:05,*5

Ail scroti with mk skw

FREAKY FRIDAY- PG
FRJ & SDN:(11:20,1:35,3:55) 6:45,905
SAT: (11:20,1AS, 3:55) 9:30
MDN THU83; <135,355}6:45,9fl5

Festival Cinemas
0436 Pacific Ave.,Stockton, CA
(209) 951-2163
FR1-THURS (9/12-9/18)
Sneak Preview cat Sunday9-144)3

SECONDHAND LIONS- PG *NO PASSES
Sunday (SB©
WHALE RIDER- PG-13*NO PASSES*

Freshly Steamed Artichokes
Froth Lemonade

FRI-SAT: <11:15,1.40,4:00)7:00,930

Sewing all natural beef & pork
Apple Smoked Bacon. Hot
Dogs, Ham, Roast Beef

FRI-SAT ClltOS, 23a 5:45V 9flD

SUN: (11:15,1:40,4:00)7*»
MON-THURS: <2:40,5d») 730
OPEN RANGE-R
SUN. (1*80, 230,5:45)
MON-THURS: (3:00)7:00
THE ORDER- R "NO PASSES*
FRI-5AF: <11:30,2.00,430)7:15,950

1612 Pacific Ave.
463-6415

ATM VISA, Dimm &MmterQrd

SUN: (1130,2:8),43© 7:15
MON-THURS: (23a 5d5> 7:40
FREDDY VS. JASON- R
FRI-SAI: (12.30,2:26,440)730,9.45
SUN: (1200,22© 730
MON-THURS: (£20, 4*0)7:20
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•

B askin-Robbins

* Bed Mart

•

Metro PCS

•

Mervyn's

•

Big 5 Sporting Goods

•

Nail Galleria

•

Capitol Donuts

•

Office Depot

•

Co-op Beauty Supply

•

Outback Steakhouse

•

Family Christian Store

•

Planet Beach Tanning Salon

•

Fashion Focus

•

Quizno's Classic Subs

•

Friendship Boutique

•

Rent-A-Center

•

FuncoLand/GameStop

•

Scottrade

•

Golden One Credit Union

•

Scrapbook Dreams

•

Goodwill Store

•

Sir Gauuan's Salon

•

Super Laundry

* Grocery Outlet
•

H & R Block Tax Services

Tepa Taqueria

•

Ho Ho Express

The Avenue
A

* International Imports
•

3 Day Blinds

,jL Wells Fargo Bank

Kinko's

* Larsen's Hallmark
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Kiss at VMA's sets an unorthodox trend
By Brittany LaMay

Music divas Britney and Madonna lock lips at the VMA's.

nvr

MIMI

point; will youth now)
other forms of outragec
Staff Writer
behavior is okay, becai
they will receive public
At MTV's Music Video
for it and maybe feel itii
Awards which aired late
popular?
last month, Madonna and
What
e
Britney Spears
one's
feelii
may have not
been sitting in
I think it was tacky and a are on this si
ation, I am si
a tree, but they
bad influence to children.That we
will see
were definitely
outrageous behavior is [not] trend in this
kissing.
havior.
The two locked
okay.
Already th
lips during their
has been co
performance
-Junior, Lindsay Feldmann
cat kissing, si
with Christina
as on AB
Aguilera.
"The
View."
Many people
said
her
mother
did
not
On
the
Carlson
interv:
agree that the kissing fren
mind
and
knew
it
was
all
Spears also said, "she i
zy was the highlight of the
part of the show, knowing just performing and
night.
Spears, shortly after the it was just to "entertain" pressing [herself]."
She also believes that
VMA's on CNN declared, the audience.
All over the internet and fulfilling her own dre;
"I've never kissed a woman
television there are polls and having fun doing
before."
When asked if she would regarding "the kiss."
she is inspiring her fans.
This brings up a great
ever kiss a women again

FASMIf II

By Georgette Rodarakis
Lifestyles Editor

Remember the days •' v|
before college when the

of the'poly
islands
< t
*
_
Photograph by Georgette Rodarakis
or the Spaniards. Flowers in girl's hair are flourishing
This hip look can freshen up anyone's appearance. Thi
week, look to plant one in your hair!

she stated, "No, I would
not do it," but then added,
"Maybe with Madonna."
Later in the interview
when asked how her moth
er felt about the kiss, Spears

H&WO*SG&fiSLS

By Sally Nichoi

Staff Writer
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tile that
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|
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,
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you grow up. do not faxgat

Trom tha light that AAaxs
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that good annxgy is coming
youx way. -0 now and oM
fauend and an overall faudr
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Field Hockey team clawed by CAL Bears

I Ft,

shade, it was even a bit soon turned around as the
chilly. With an attendance of Bears out-shot the Tigers five
133, the field hockey team to three in the first half.
had a lot of support from the
The game remained score
sidelines. The field hockey less into the second half, un
team played the California til California's imported GerBears this past Saturday
and came out with a loss, "The Tigers' cor
the team is now 1-2 this
ner defensive unit
season.
Field hockey is really had an all-star day
one of those sports where
the score really doesn't breaking up eight
penalty corners"
tell much about what
happened in the game, a
0-6 loss could have been a
man. senior, Nora Feddersen,
Photograpb by Losma Augujfova
close game, they didn't lose or as the crowd labeled her
Jenny Hogan defends against Caliifornia's fierce attack.
0-6, it was more like 0-2.
"the beast," scored a goal on
The game started out with a penalty corner deflection.
8y Krystine Ongbongan
It might have been the the Tigers taking control and The Tigers made great efforts
Sports Editor
weather, it was cooler than keeping the ball on Califor at trying to score in the sec
it had been in a while. In the nia's half of the field, but that ond haif-as seen in statistics-

-with the Tigers out-shootjj
the Bears 12 to 7.
Pacific was lead by £te$]
man, Vianney Campos wi
five shots on goal and ftes
man, Megan Haas with f
shots on goal. The secoi
goal that put the game
for the Bears was scored |
California's Vaientina Co
frid to put the score toft
The Tigers' comer defensi
unit had an all-star d
breaking up eight penal
comers.
The Tigers will be on
road trip this weekend
play Delaware, Americ
Maryland, and Georgetow
The Tigers will be ba
in town for a home gai
against alumnae on Oct. 11

THE POINT AFTER
9/11 experience with the "Breakfast Club

I

8y Krystine Ongbongan

Sports Editor

1

(t i

i

1.

t

It was another morning
of conditioning, at what the
field hockey team would af
fectionately call the "Break
fast Club." We went out run
ning at 6:30 a.m. and came
back to the athletic building
to find the training room
open.
The trainers had come in
early to do a practical test
of some sort. All the trainers
were gathered around the
television, but at the time,
1 thought nothing of it and
proceeded home. I readied
myself for my 9:30 a.m. class
by taking a nap on my couch.
There is no need for showers
after conditioning during a
season when you are guaran
teed to get sweaty and gross
again at 3 p.m.
1 woke up to my room
mate watching a news re-

port on the Twin Towers. It
was shocking, it looked like
something out of the movies.
Letting this event settle-in
was the most difficult part. I
attended classes all day, and
thankfully professors let us
go home after a brief discus
sion on the events at hand.
When 2:45 p.m. rolled
around, 1 had to go to prac
tice, unbeknownst to me,
the field hockey team was

the only team practicing that
day. You can just imagine
how focused we were that
day. The problem was that
we had a road trip planned
for St. Louis the following
day; obviously, that plan had
to change.
This was very hard to bal
ance. You either had to stop
everything to glue yourself

See 9/11 Page 19

Win$25,000
for grad school!

LAW

«

BUSINESS

GRADUATE

MEDICAL * DENTAL

Enter to win the Kaplan Gets You In.
And Pays Your Way Sweepstakes!
One lucky person will win $25,000 toward the first year
of law, business, graduate, medical or dental school.
To enter, visit www.kaptest.com/2Sk by October 31, 2003.
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Crowd goes wi l<
By Krystine Ongbongan

Sports Editor

Part of the professional
sporting experience is the
crowd. In the end, it is these
spectators that make the
game successful. Last month,
a bill called AB245, was
passed through the Assem
bly. The following things are
now considered a crime:
-touching a player with
the intent of interfering or
distracting a play
-throwing objects in the
field of play with intent to
interfere with the game or
distract a player
-throwing objects at play
ers, coaches or other game
participants after the partici
pants have entered the field
of play, and until the game is
complete
These general laws will
keep spectators from causing
harm, but where do we draw
the line? Soon, we'll see a bill

restricting what spectat
can say at games. Let th
be no heckling?
For the throwing of
jects, does that include
throwing of oneself o
the field and then runn
around naked? This re;
might be something that
ture streakers have to lc
more closely into.
While this bill is meant
keep the players and coad
safe, do we really have
waste tax-payer money,
that a terrible coach wc
get a tortilla thrown at th
head? At least the violati
of this law would only
considered a misdemeai
and the maximum f
would be $250.
Avid or rabid fans mis
have to budget that cost ii
the price of season tick(
AB245 is currently on its w
to the capitol.
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Second week of
By Jebr Alfareh
Staff Writer

Week one in the NFL yield
ed some expected results and
some surprising finishes.
The Buffalo Bills, my super
bowl pick for the AFC, blew
out the New England Pa
triots 31-0. Signing Lawyer
Milloy last week was a great
pickup, and their defense has
gone from one of the worst to
possibly one of the league's
best.
San Francisco dominated
their game against Chicago
with a 49-7 rout. I'm gonna
wait to proclaim the 49ers
as the class of the NFC until
they play a true opponent,
but they appear to be in midseason form.
I broke even last week,
going 6-6 on my picks. But
really, who would have
picked the Texans to beat the
Dolphins, after they had won
11 straight season openers? I
guess that's the beauty of the
game.
On any given Sunday, a
three touchdown underdog
can beat a potential super
bowl team. This is why no
"professional" analyst can
even predict 75 percent of the
games correctly.
There aren't too many
spectacular match-ups this
week, but a couple to keep
an eye on are Pittsburgh at
Kansas City and Tennes
see at Indianapolis. Kansas
City played a flawless game
against San Diego last week,
and Priest Holmes quieted
talk of his injured hip with
183 total yards and two
touchdowns.
Pittsburgh harassed rookie
quarterback Kyle Boiler last
week and Tommy Maddox
had a near perfect game go
ing 21-29 for 260 yards and
no interceptions.
The Titans made good on
my pick to beat the Raiders
last week. Steve McNair had
a great game and the Raiders
couldn't stop him. The Colts,
meanwhile, had to settle for
three field goals from their
"idiot kicker" and won 9-6.
Peyton Manning better step
it up, or he's going to my
fantasy team bench.

action kicks OFF

Reviews and Picks

Buffalo at JacksonvilleAs I said earlier, the Bills
destroyed the Patriots last
week, 31-0. Jacksonville lost
a nail-biter to Carolina, but
Mark Bmnell looks like he
still has some gas left in his
tank. He threw for 272 yards
and two touchdowns, but he
faces a Bills defense that has
new life and is high off of last
week's shutout. 24-10, Bills.
Detroit at Green BayJoey Harrington threw
for a career high four touch
downs last week, and the
Lions pulled out a win for
head coach Steve Mariucci's
debut in Motown. Green Bay
had a rare loss at home last
week, thoroughly beaten by
the Minnesota Vikings. Brett
Favre threw four intercep
tions and never looked like
he was on the same page as
his receivers. But look for
him to bounce back against
a weak Detroit secondary. 3117, Packers.
Miami at NY JetsBoth of these teams were
beat by last second field goals
last week, respectively. Mi
ami was absolutely stunned
last week, losing their home
opener to the Houston Tex
ans. The Jets were beaten by
a last second field goal by
former Jet John Hall. The
Dolphins need a win after an
upset like that, and the Jets
dearly miss starting quarter
back Chad Pennington, who
is out 12 weeks with a broken
wrist. 20-13, Dolphins.
San Francisco at St. LouisSan Francisco came flying
out of the gates last week,
and ran over a hapless Chica
go Bears team. Kurt Warner
looked lost at times last week
against the Giants, fumbling
six times and suffering a con
cussion. Marc Bulger should
take the start for the Rams,
since Warner is 0-7 in his last
seven starts for the Rams. 2814, 'Niners.
Washington at AtlantaDoug Johnson did a good
job last week filling in for
the injured Mike Vick, and
lead the Falcons to 27-13 win
over Dallas. Patrick Ramsey
played well enough to pull
out a win against the Jets last

week, but he is still a rookie
quarterback and will have
his ups and downs. 23-13,
Falcons.

« If the Raid

ers lose, I'll get
naked and go
streaking in the
McCaffrey Cen
ter

99

Denver at San Diego- San
Diego came out flat against
the Chiefs last week, and
their star runningback Ladainian Tomlinsin (my 1st
round fantasy pick) had only
34 yards rushing. Denver
got the week off; that is, they
played the Bengals. Jake
Plummer didn't play well,
but the Bengals played ter
rible. I don't see the Broncos
making the playoffs. 28-20,
Chargers
Chicago at MinnesotaKordell Stewart sucked it up
big time in his debut as the

Bears quarterback. He threw
for a total of 95 yards and
three interceptions. I hope
Rex Grossman is warming up
his throwing arm, and learn
ing from Stewart's mistakes.
Minnesota looked good last
week, taking one in Green
Bay. Culpepper had a stellar
game and the Randy Ratio
was in effect, as Randy Moss
caught seven passes for 150
yards and one touchdown.
30-10, Vikings.
Cleveland at BaltimoreRookie quarterback Kyle
Boiler was not ready for
the Pittsburgh steel curtain
last week and looked like a
rookie making his first start.
Cleveland lost to the Colts in
a field goal battle 6-9, and are
hoping to rebound by blitz
ing the hell out of the rookie
quarterback. 21-20, Browns.
Houston at New OrleansDavid Carr and the Tex
ans pulled off the biggest
upset of the week by beat
ing the Dolphins last week
and are hoping to do the
same to New Orleans. The
Saints won't let that happen
though, still reeling from
a loss to Seattle looking to
take out some frustration on
the Texans at home. 35-10,

Saints.
Pittsburgh at Kansas CityPriest Holmes had a big game
against the Chargers but will
have a tougher time against
the Steelers. Tommy Mad
dox should have a big day
against the Chief's defense,
even though they were able
to contain Drew Brees. 2721, Steelers.
Tennessee at Indianapo
lisTennessee looked strong
in beating the Raiders last
week, and have emerged as
a contender in the AFC. The
Colts, meanwhile, won't go
anywhere if they can't score
a touchdown which was the
case last week. 26-16, Titans.
Cincinnati at OaklandAhh, the Bengals. Now, there
is a team you can count on to
help you get back in the win
column. It couldn't come at
a better time for the Raid
ers, who need to get back
on track after last week's set
back. If the Raiders lose, I'll
get naked and go streaking in
the McCaffrey Center (unless
it actually happens). 42-10,
Raiders.

I
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Sprint

By Mercy Au-Yeung

Staff Writer
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The Pacific Cross Country
team came out to their open
ing meets and started ofl
their season with a bang.
At the Bronco Invitational
in Santa Clara, the Tiger;
took tenth place. Placing
individually in the evenl
was freshman, Jessica Dale;
finishing 40th with a time o:
20:28.6. Placing 58th with;
time of 22:11.7 was senioi
Marissa Taylor. Finishing
63rd, 64th, and 66th in thi
event was Franziska Fre;
Robin Errecart, and Lou iDunn.
At the Stanislaus Invita
tional, the team complete
its best finish since 1999 b;
taking third place. Dale
once again led the Tigers t
the 6k race, finishing with
time of 24:09.1 to place lOt
overall. The 21st, 22nd, an
24th finishers of the race wa
Pacific's own Jill Himlan, Ei
recart, and Frey respective!
Junior, Maria Kerr rounds
out the Tigers with a time <
30:19.7 to take 31st place.
The Tigers will be takir
on the competition at the A;
gie Invitational on Saturda
Sept. 13.

Pacific Outdoor Connectio

The Pacific Outdooi
Trips program has fiv«
great trips lined up for the
fall. The trips are a grea'
way to enjoy the outdoor;
or experience a new ad
venture for the first time
Trips fill up fast, so resen t
your spot today! For more
information, call (209) 9467300.
Upcoming trips include:
Whitewater
Rafting
Sept. 20-S90
Sierra Backpacking Oct
9-ll-$50
Sky Diving Oct. 19-S75
Backpacking Point Reyes
Oct. 31 - Nov. 2-140
Moaning Caverns Cav
ing Nov. 15 $65 w/rappe!
$50 w/o

»Kerv
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VB in Hawaii
By Tanya Silva
f

Scoring

ick Rules for Volleyball

-The consequence of a fault is a loss of rally. The opponent of the team committing the
fault wins tne rally and scores a point.
-If the serving team wins the rally, it scores a point and continues to serve. If the
receiving team wins the rally, it scores a point and gains the
right to serve; its players must rotate one position clockwise before serving.
Serving Faults
The serving team loses the rally when one of the following serving faults occurs:
1. The ball does not cross the net;
2. The ball passes under tire net;
3. The ball touches an antenna or does not pass over the net completely between the
antennas or their indefinite extensions;
4. The ball touches a player on the serving team or any object before
entering the opportenfs team court;
5. The ball lands outside the limits of the opponenf s team court; or
6. The ball passes over an individual or collective screen.

Staff Writer

After defeating Baylor on
rhursday and Wichita State
in Friday, Pacific fell against
slo. 2 Hawaii 3-1 in the As
ton Imua Wahine Volleyball
'hallenge in Honolulu. The
'igers took an early lead in
he match by winning game
one with a kill from sopho
more, Ashley Groothuis to
end the first game (30-27).
Hawaii took them on in
game two and pushed the Ti
gers to end it with a score of
24-30. Game three and four
followed giving the Tigers
Photograph by Univ. of Hawaii Athletics

4<

Hayley An
derson had 36
assists and 11
digs

a tough challenge. Hawaii
eventually took the champi
onship (27-30, 30-24, 30-18,
30-21). Senior, Jennifer Joines
dominated the floor with 16
kills,
digs, and
4 blocks
KJ11S, 13
lO uigs,
diiu t

Junior, Hayley Anderson
had 36 assists and 11 digs,
junior, Molly Mordaunt had
11 digs, and junior, Joanna
Rentz had 13 digs. Joines
and Anderson also received
honors and were named to
the all-tournament team.
Pacific will host the annual
Nike Invitational on Friday
and Saturday at Spanos Cen
ter. The Tigers will open the
tournament against Pennsyl
vania on the 12th.

\e'

Year:Freshman
Isporf:Field Hockey
, Viarwwjy €amf**s is making ait ifts+ant impact
iocrv«y team. Campos lead the field hockey team in shots
, 5 against Cel. She is also the team leader in shots with
as having 2 points and 1 goal.

Men's H20 polo preview
»

r.t

i~
toaa
Uttf
polo
club in 1993,
but he
also
was
an
assistant
coach
Staff Writer
for the men's water polo and
Pacific's
men's
water swim team. Maroney was
polo team has named Mike an assistant coach for the
Maroney as their new head National Junior Water Polo
Team which participated in a
coach. Maroney is not a
new name to the Pacific tournament in Australia and
family. He not only started then competed in junior nathe Tiger's women's water tionals in July in Annapolis,
had deep reservations about
flying out so soon after the
to the television or try to incidents of 9/11, but we
move on and live your life. comforted each other and
assured each other that it
be alright
of this trio If we hadn't gone
The trip was such a surreal
onto trip our season would experience. It didn't feel apSKtSCwe^not propriate to step out on that
have had enough games to field and play a game when
fount as an entire season across the nation all profes(field hockey is dependent sional sporting events had
been suspended, but that
P1
"
-•
- Was one of the keys to recovplay extra games outside of
ery for the country; to move
our conference and this was
one of those long and impor on with our lives and not let
the terrorists win.
tant trips).
Looking back on that
So we flew out the next
lay as planned. Many girls week, I was glad that I was

By Tonya Silva

9/11 From Page 16~

>os

u

\AVl
omnov alan
MD. Maroney
also was
was ih
the
head Southwest zone coach
for the national junior team.
Look forward to seeing the
men's water polo team this
year with their new coach,
Mike Maroney. The men will
be back in action this Saturday, Sept.13 against Cal at 12
and Santa Cruz at 3.
part of such a close knit team
Our families were far away
and so we were each other's
support system. If we had all
been apart,Idon't think that
most
of u
us would
have
been
»
s»
««.
f «
able to get on a plane. It is
always a memorable experience toj travel,«J a team,
especially when you are all
dressed alike, but this was
extraordinary. People always
say that on national testers
like this, everyone who is old
enough to remember can tell
you where they were at and
what they were doing at the
exact moment. Well,Ican re
member that entire week.

higher
MCAT score
guaranteed
or your money back
Enroll in an April MCAT course
by 9/30 and save yourself $100!
Saturday/Tuesday classes start 11/1
Saturday/Thursday classes start 1/3

•MCAT »«rsgpstswd trademark of the AsaoraaHon of Anwtwar.
Mwfcai Crrltegrrs.

* *Atter»d
required classes or make-up sessions,
complete all scheduled teste, and do your homework.
If your score doesn't improve on test day from your
Kaplan diagnostic or a prior official test score, you
can Choose to repeat our program for free or get a
full refund of your tuition. To be eligible for this offer,
you must be enrolled In Kaplan's full classroom,
tutoring, or online courses, lo addition, you must
present an official copy of your score report, and
submit your course materials within 90 days.

World Leader in Test Prep
and Admissions

KAPLAN
1-800-KAP-TEST
kaptest.com/premed
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Athletes gain experience Coach
Summer treats Pacific At hielee well.
Profile
By Krystine Ongbongan

Sports Editor

While most students were
relaxing, working their usual
summer jobs, athletes were
training hard for the upcom
ing fall season, some lucky
athletes had a summer of a
lifetime.

Senior, Shannon Catalano
and alum, Chris Tamas both
spent time this summer
competing for the U.S. at
the World University Games
held in South Korea.
Catalano competed in sev
eral swimming events. She
took home a gold medal in
the women's 50 meter but
terfly with a blistering time
of 27.56 seconds and a silver
medal with the 4 by 100 me
ter medley relay team.

Chris Tamas, an alum and
all-american, spent his time
in South Korea serving as the
Captain of the United States
men's volleyball team. Un
der his leadership, the team
defeated France in five sets

to take the bronze medal; the
team was also chosen with
the honor of the flag-bearers
for the closing ceremony of
the games for the U.S. del-

under-20 tournament. The
tournament's field included
competition from countries
such as the Czech Republic,
Slovakia, Slovenia, Hungary,
and Italy. Bennett's team,
Team Volleyhut, finished the
tournament in second place
behind Slavia Bratislava.
Senior, Octavio Amezquita

egation.
Senior and three time allamerican, Jennifer Joines also
used her passport this sum
mer. After training with the spent his summer playing
U.S. volleyball team for three baseball. He played for a
summers, Joines was selected league called the MINK
to compete with the national League, which stands for
team at the Pan American Missouri Iowa Nebraska
Games this past August in Kansas. The league con
Santo Domingo, Dominican sisted of collegiate play
Republic. The U.S. women's ers primarily from NCAA
volleyball team ended their division one and division
run at the Pan American twp schools from all over
Games with a bronze medal the country. Amezquita's
after a tough match against team was based in Kansas
City, Miss. Missouri doesn't
Brazil.
sound
like the most exciting
Sophomore, Sidney Benof places to spend the sum
mer, but if anyone has seen
the movie "Summer Catch"
with Freddie Prinze Jr. then
you might think differently
about Amezquita's summer
league.
So, next summer when you
nett-also a member of the
finally
get sick of flipping
volleyball team here at Pacif
burgers,
flip to the sports sec
ic-had a different experience
tion
or
watch
the Olympics.
abroad this summer. Ben
You
might
see
a
familiar face
nett spent two weeks in the
from
Pacific;
if
not
next year,
mountains of Italy competing
then
definitely
in
2008.
in the Sibillini International

il

Name: Veronica Torrez
Field Hockey Assistant
Coach
Coaching
Experience
Prior to Pacific: 5 years
coaching high school
Why did you choose
Field Hockey?
The love of the sport.
Field hockey has opened
many doors for me
through education and
professionally. I coach now
to help and make known
the opportunities for oth
ers. Also, life lessons can be
taught through
sport.
How did you get started
in Field Hockey?
My neighbor Carmen
Villegas, we called her "V",
was the high school
field hockey coach. One
morning she knocked on

Photograph by UOP Athletic;

play. She changed my
life!
Favorite quote: "Ct>
stacles are those frightfu
things you see when yot
take your
eyes off the goal" Hanal
More
Best
Restaurant
ii
Stockton: "Cocoro's" Bes
sushi in town!
What would you be do
ing if you weren't coacl
ing?
I can't imagine doin
anything else then coact
ing the Pacific field hock
team to a Nor-Pac champ
onship!!

INTRAMURALS

There are a lot of outstanding intramural leagu
and tournaments coming up. Grab your friends ai
put a team together or sign-up as a free agent. A
way you do it, no experience is necessary. Just cot
out and play! Sign-up in the Main Gym, Room 114
call 946-2738 for more info.
One Day Tournaments
Racquetball September 13
Innertube Waterpolo September 14
Golf September 19 Entries close September 16
Wallyball September 20 Entries close September 1
Leagues
Flag Football Play begins September 14
Indoor Soccer Play begins September 14

Soccer has yet to win
Soccer tied Fred no State 2-2 in the end.

By Mercy Au-Yeung

Staff Writer

Pacific soccer had a tough
week in their battle to catch
a win. Their game against
Santa Clara resulted in a 61 defeat last Thursday. The
Broncos overpowered the
Tigers with their speed and
athleticism, the Broncos are
a perennial powerhouse that
ranks in the top ten every
year. The Broncos scored

three goals in each half to re men Padilla. The out-shot
main undefeated in the early the Wolfpack, but could not
season. The Tigers were out- finish through and that effort
shot 31 to 6. Senior Gabby wasn't enough to stop the
Olivares put in the Tigers Wolfpack retaliation. Fresh
only goal with an assist by man Goalie, Eryn Kishimoto
junior Regina McGee.
recorded six saves to bring
The Nevada Wolfpack her season total to 28.
took one from the Tigers
Next attempt for the Tigers
with a score of 2-1 last Sun was on Tuesday September
day. Pacific had the early 9th at 7:00 pm at Stagg Me
lead on the Wolfpack in the morial Stadium where they
39th minute of play with a will take on the Fresno State
score from freshman Car Bulldogs.
' >4. •« -A liri*
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Senior Gabby Oliveras weaves around Fresno's defense.

